Dear Supporters:

Now is the time to ask our Representatives and Senators to demonstrate commitment to Afghan Refugees by supporting an **Afghan Adjustment Act**. Thousands of Afghans recently resettled in the United States have temporary legal status, so still face an uncertain future until their status as refugees is made permanent.

An **Afghan Adjustment Act** would allow Afghans to have a pathway to permanent status. This act would allow them to apply to become lawful permanent residents after one year in the U.S. Without the Act, most recently admitted Afghans could be obliged to leave U.S. in two years.

Questions? Contact Ruth Gyure at gyurer@gmail.com

**Important Links:**
- Afghan Adjustment PowerPoint
- February 6 Zoom Event (Recording)

**Further information about the Afghan Adjustment issue:**
- Why Congress Must Pass An Afghan Adjustment Act (Newsweek)
- Tens of Thousands of Afghans Who Fled The Taliban Are Now Marooned in America's Broken Immigration Bureaucracy (TIME)
- Take Action and Urge Congress to Pass an Afghan Adjustment Act (Church World Services)
- Fact Sheet on Afghan Adjustment Act (HIAS)
- Online Action: Congress must pass an Afghan Adjustment Act! (HIAS)
- Call to Action: Congress should pass an Afghan Adjustment Act (Neighbors for Refugees)